
Key Vertical Markets
The Eagle Eye Cloud Security Camera VMS is a fully managed video surveillance solution, delivering an 
end-to-end video management system that’s simple to deploy and easy to use – making it a great fit for the 
following vertical markets. 

Restaurants

A restaurant is a busy place, with constant activity in many different areas of the building. The ease of use, 
of Eagle Eye’s Cloud Security Camera VMS, is ideal for managers to watch both live and recorded video to 
improve quality and employee productivity and reduce risk.

• View multiple locations on one screen – great for franchise owners
• View your video from anywhere with mobile viewing
• Easily share video with anyone – employees, law enforcement, etc.
• Off-site recording ensures there’s alway a record of what happens
• Use existing IP and/or Analog cameras to reduce cost

Offices

If a business doesn’t provide a prompt, professional service, customers will go somewhere that does. 
Additionally, employees should feel safe in their workplace. Eagle Eye provides a way to improve employee 
safety and a tool to increase productivity. 

• Ensure productivity with remote camera viewing
• Off-site video storage protects against theft
• Motion and time based alerts draw attention when and where it’s needed
• Flexibility to use the cameras of your choice

Manufacturing/Industrial/Warehouses

The biggest issues in many industrial markets are compliance and worker safety. Monitoring employee 
activity and continual training reduces risk and improves your overall results. Video surveillance can help 
achieve both, and Eagle Eye provides the tools to make it easy. 

• Easily review recorded video for compliance issues
• Text or email motion alerts notify you when there’s motion in areas

there shouldn’t be
• Check on operations from anywhere with a smart device
• Use historic video for training purposes
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Retail Stores

Traditionally, retail environments use video surveillance to reduce theft, from both customers and 
employees. This is still a need that exists today – however, modern retailers are leveraging their video 
surveillance systems for more than just loss prevention. They use it to optimize their business, monitor store 
quality, and ensure employee productivity. 

• Centralize loss prevention with remote and mobile viewing
• Improve store quality with remote inspections
• View multiple locations easily
• Simple user management for adding/removing employee access

Gyms/Fitness

View multiple locations on a single screen and group them by front desk, gym floor, or however you prefer 
– Eagle Eye’s layouts are completely customizable. Now it’s easy to verify your members are receiving
excellent customer service at every location, which is perfect for franchise owners.

• Ensure your gym is clean and staffed
• Ensure safety standards are met and employees are professional
• Monitor the daily flow of activity
• Prevent theft and limit liability from GL claims

Banks/Financial Institutions 

Security is an integral part of any banking operation, and that extends to the IT infrastructure as well. Eagle 
Eye not only provides the features of a traditional video surveillance system, but it also has robust cyber 
security features such as no open inbound ports, video encryption, and continuous health monitoring. 

• Reduce hacking attempts with a secure on-site appliance
• Easily comply with policies and regulations with Eagle Eye’s flexible

storage options
• Verify your system is working with constant camera and system

health monitoring
• Easily deploys without the need for new cameras
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Apartments/HOAs

Multi-tenant residences and Home Owner’s Associations have unique needs – there are many individuals 
who need different levels of access to the video system. Managers need to see everything, while tenants 
and/or board members may only need access to the common areas. 

• Simple user management for delegating access
• Help authorities conduct investigations with shareable cameras
• Reduce IT costs and headaches with browser based access
• Intuitive user interface = no training required for residents or staff

Property Management

Property managers with multiple locations often struggle with managing multiple video surveillance systems. 
Not only do they juggle with IP vs Analog cameras, but they have to train their staff to use different systems. 
Eagle Eye is ideal for the multiple locations typically found in property management companies. 

• Use one system for multiple locations
• Use new or existing cameras (IP/Analog compatible)
• Easily share video and manage different users – owners, tenants, 

management staff, etc. 

Hotels

Between multiple floors and common areas, hotel owners have a lot of ground to cover – especially if 
they own more than one location. There’s a security concern since most front desks operate 24/7 with few 
employees working overnight. Eagle Eye allows users to cover every location at once. 

• View multiple locations on one screen
• Use new or existing cameras (IP/Analog compatible)
• Easily manage different users – owners, management staff, etc.
• Download video and send to law enforcement
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Schools

Schools have diverse security needs that range from vandalism to violence. When issues arise, the ability 
to respond quickly is important, as well as the ability to provide live and recorded video to the appropriate 
parties (i.e. law enforcement) for review. 

• Share live and recorded video with third parties in real time
• View multiple campuses with multiple locations on a single screen
• Leverage existing infrastructure and save costs with IP or Analog cameras

Beauty/Health Services

The service industry is highly competitive and margins are shrinking. In order to compete, business owners 
are looking for any advantage. Typically, employees are one of the largest costs, and they also have the 
biggest impact on customers. Eagle Eye provides visibility for daily activity, which can impact the bottom line 
and customer satisfaction. 

• Use existing Internet connection – low bandwidth options available
• Audio allows you to hear and see what’s going on
• Ensure a high level of service with remote and mobile viewing




